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ABSTRACT 
 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) has seen tremendous interest amongst the 

research community in recent years due to its ability to make the robot truly independent in 

navigation. Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) is when an autonomous 

mobile robot is embedded with a vision sensor such as monocular, stereo vision, 

omnidirectional or Red Green Blue Depth (RGBD) camera to localize and map an unknown 

environment.  The purpose of this research is to address the problem of environmental noise, 

such as light intensity in a static environment, which has been an issue that makes a Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system to be ineffective. In this study, we 

have introduced a Light Filtering Algorithm into the Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM) method to reduce the amount of noise in order to improve the robustness 

of the system in a static environment, together with the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 

algorithm for localization and mapping and A* algorithm for navigation. Simulation is utilized 

to execute experimental performance. Experimental results show a 60% landmark or 

landfeature detection of the total landmark or landfeature within a simulation environment and 

a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.13m, which is minimal when compared with other 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) systems from literature. The inclusion of a 

Light Filtering Algorithm has enabled the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) system to navigate in an obscure environment. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Introduction  

 

Deciding on the stance of a moving robot (self-localization) in the surrounding location is one 

of the great issues of the mobile autonomous robot (Skrzypczyński, 2009). A mobile robot must 

know where it is inside a location to explore self-sufficiently and cleverly (Skrzypczyński, 

2009). Self-localization and knowing the area of different things requires the presence of a 

model on the environment, and this essential necessity has prompted the study of the 

Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) within the course of recent decades, where 

the robot assembles a model of an unknown environment as it investigates a location (Nieto et 

al., 2006). This prompts the following "the chicken or the egg" issue: for self-localization, the 

mobile robot requires a map, yet to construct such a model, the posture of the robot must be 

known. An answer for this issue is to assemble the model of an unknown environment while 

registering a pose of a robot, which is known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(SLAM) (Skrzypczyński, 2009). 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is portrayed as the capacity of an independent 

robot to create a model of an obscure surrounding and estimate its state at the same time (Khan 

et al., 2016). The Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) research area has been a 

typical challenge for autonomous mobile robots to explore and achieve mobile operational 

exercises (Xiang et al., 2015). As per Dissanayake et al. (2001), the Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (SLAM) research area has been invaluable for resolving autonomous mobile 

robot weaknesses for the research community; it has additionally pulled in numerous research 

studies, and is the fundamental explanation behind robotics accomplishment (Wang et al., 

2003). “The key strength behind the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) research 
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is that it is superior to others in eliminating the artificial infrastructures of the location”. 

(Dissanayake et al., 2001). 

For an autonomous mobile robot to explore the environment, the larger part of frameworks 

utilize an extensive variety of sensors. These sensors, which are utilized in Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM), are either named as a laser, sonar and/or vision sensor 

(Milford et al., 2008). Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) is when an 

autonomous mobile robot explores an unknown environment and estimates its location by using 

the administration of a vision sensor as its fundamental sensor (Clipp et al., 2009).  A vision 

sensor is when a mobile robot includes either monocular, stereo vision, omnidirectional or/and 

a Red Green Blue Depth (RGBD) camera as its prime sensor (Gao & Zhang, 2015). 

Park & Song (2015) embrace the activity of a vision sensor into the Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (SLAM) system that can convey more important data on the area than any other 

sensors. Various sensors, for example, laser scanner, sonar, acoustic, and so forth, can be 

substantial and costly (Milford et al., 2008). Davison et al., (2007:1052) indicate that the 

advantages of a vision sensor are that they are “smaller, exact, low-valued, non-intrusive and 

inescapable”. Cameras as vision sensors are favoured, in light of the fact that individuals and 

creatures appear to explore viably in complicated areas utilizing vision as a prime sensor 

(Milford et al., 2008).  

 

Vision sensors have been embraced since the 1950s. They can get three-dimensional images 

(Sabattini et al., 2012). For example, stereo vision cameras are cameras with (at least) two focal 

points, with a different image sensor for every focal point (Sabattini et al., 2012). This enables 

the camera to recreate human binocular vision, and in this way enables it to catch three-

dimensional images (Sabattini et al., 2012). This is acquired by looking at the two images: as 
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the separation between the two focal points is known, the inconsistency on an image might be 

figured, from which profundity might be resolved. Another prevalent sensor is a Red Green 

Blue Depth (RGBD) camera. These cameras are increasingly well known for their capability: 

these sensors exploit the structure of light to procure both visual (RGB) and Depth (D) data 

about the environment (Sabattini et al., 2012). 

Different researchers (Oh et al., 2013) have displayed driving algorithms in Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) within a static environment such as 

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), FASTSLAM, Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), Particle filter 

and Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter (RBPF). Various researchers have focused on making 

the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique to work on even more 

difficult conditions (Clipp et al., 2009), however the challenge of environmental noise, such as 

light intensity in a static environment, has been an issue that limits performance on the Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) (Al-Mutib et al., 2014). 

 

Although a vision sensor gives rich data, noise can, however, be available in each image. 

Regularly an image from a vision sensor has diminished quality, for instance, since it might 

contain noise (Ravishankar et al., 2017). Noise in the image can be translated as a point or a 

pixel that is not a portion of the image (Ravishankar et al., 2017). Environmental noise causes 

the image to have excessive contrast, be obscure or obscuring, be less sharp and so forth. 

Obviously, this sort of image turns out to be harder to decipher because the data passed on by 

the image is less clear (Manek & Tjandrasa, 2017). 

The outcome of this study has improved Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) to enable an autonomous mobile robot application to navigate the static environment 

where environmental noise exists, without causing an error.  
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1.2 Problem Statement 

 

A procedure of an autonomous mobile robot to construct a map, explore an obscure location 

and confirm its own position is known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) 

(Narang et al., 2014). Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) is when an 

independent robot is using a vision sensor to explore a location (Clipp et al., 2009). Several 

researchers have utilized the application of Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) to accomplish an independent route on the obscure area (Morioka et al., 2011). 

Hence, the greater part of this Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

technique is done in a static environment with focus on noise (Wu & Sun, 2010). As indicated 

by an investigation done by Al-Mutib et al., (2014), light intensity is an environmental noise 

that is produced from a source such as daylight, globules, and so on, and they can limit the 

execution of Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM). This supports why 

some researchers propose the utilization of an active sensor for the outlining of their 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technique. However, there is still more that 

needs to be done, yet in our investigation we endeavour to address the difficulties of 

environmental noise such as light intensity in a static environment to enhance the execution of 

Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM). 

1.3 Research Questions 

 How to reduce the effects of environmental noise in a Visual Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) research area for a static environment? 

 What are the challenges and open issues in a Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM) research area? 
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 What algorithm(s) can be used in Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) in a static environment? 

 How to measure the effectiveness of the algorithms in different situations? 

1.4 Research Objectives 

 

 To study and compare Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

techniques for a static environment in literature 

 To highlight the challenges and open issues in a Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM) research area  

 To find algorithm(s) to use in Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) in a static environment 

 To measure the effectiveness of the algorithms in different situations 

1.5 Research Contributions 

 

At the end of this research, the following is contributed to knowledge: 

 Minimising the result of environmental noise such as light intensity in Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM).  

 Build an improved Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

technique for an autonomous robot in a static environment.  

 Enhance algorithm(s) for a Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

technique in a static environment. 

 Highlight challenges and open issues in a Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM) research area. 
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1.6 Dissertation Outline 

 

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter One presents an overview of the entire work, 

it involves the background of the topic of study, problem statement, research questions, 

objectives and contributions of our research. Chapter Two surveys the literature of related 

studies. Chapter Three presents the research methodology of the proposed Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique that is used in our study. In Chapter Four, 

deliberations and performances of various experimental results on the presentation of the 

system are discussed. Chapter Five presents the summary of the study, study contributions, 

study conclusions and future work. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) has attracted much consideration within the 

research group in recent years because of its potential to make mobile robots genuinely 

independent (Ramos et al., 2007). Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

is when a mobile robot can autonomously evaluate its position inside a location and be able to 

draw a map in a similar domain, by utilizing a vision sensor, for example, camera, Red Green 

Blue Depth (RGBD) sensor and so forth (Clipp et al., 2009). Picking a sensor for an independent 

mobile robot, for example, Laser Finders (LRFs), sonar, acoustic, cameras (monocular, stereo 

or omnidirectional), and Red Green Blue Depth (RGBD) sensor, such as Microsoft Kinect and 

Primesense, has become a fundamental part of the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(SLAM) (Gao & Zhang, 2015). 

As per Moreno et al., (2009), vision sensors are employed in different automated frameworks 

like object recognition, obstacle avoidance and topological global localization. The explanation 

behind this is because vision sensors, over alternate sensors, are “more affordable, smaller, 

exact, low-valued, non-intrusive and unavoidable” Davison et al., (2007:1052). Vision sensors 

are able to exact more and viable information in both colour and per-pixel about area than any 

other sensor (Park & Song, 2015). Vision sensors are supported in light of the way that people 

and animals seem to investigate feasibly in complex territories using vision as key sensor 

(Milford et al., 2008). 

Various researchers have embarked on Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) with exceptional results, however many challenges still exist in Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM). To describe some of the challenges discovered by the 

various researchers, the next section first describes algorithms that are commonly found in 
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Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM).  This is followed by the review of the 

methods, achievements, and the limitations on studies done on Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) by some of these researchers and, lastly, we discuss the 

open issues in Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) and conclude the 

chapter.  

 

2.2 Algorithms Found in Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

 

 

Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) is when a mobile autonomous robot 

utilizes various camera(s) as their eye(s) to capture the unknown location (Clipp et al., 2009), 

however, sensor(s) are not the only component employed in a Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (SLAM) technique for an autonomous robot to successfully map the unknown 

environment and localise itself within an unknown environment. In addressing the challenge of 

environmental noise such as light intensity in a noisy static environment, this section looks at 

some of the common algorithm(s) that researchers employ in their Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (SLAM) method in order for a mobile autonomous robot to model the 

environment, locate its position within the environment and navigate as well. 

 

Kalman Filter (KF) is the perfect, most favourable algorithm, which is able to calculate an 

inward system of a dynamic framework from noise occupied estimations (Kong & Lu, 2017). 

However, since “Kalman Filter (KF) can only be utilized in linear frameworks, Extended 

Kalman Filter (EKF) is proposed to tackle the probabilistic estimation issue in nonlinear 

systems” (Wan & Van der Merwe, 2000). Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a calculation 

utilized in various nonlinear estimation and machine learning frameworks for computing the 
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condition of a nonlinear unique application, figuring parameters for nonlinear framework 

distinguishing proof when framework dynamic and perception models are direct (Wan & Van 

der Merwe, 2000). The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) formulation of Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) can be “viewed as a variant of a Bayesian Filter; Extended 

Kalman Filters (EKF) provide a recursive estimate of the state of a dynamic system, or more 

precise, solve an unobservable nonlinear estimation problem” (Calonder, 2006). 

 

Another prominent algorithm is FastSLAM, which tackles the localization by utilizing a particle 

filter, and resolves the mapping by utilizing the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). FastSLAM 

would figure out the landfeatures individually (Thrun & Montemerlo, 2009). The key concern 

of FastSLAM exploits the way that data of the robot's route renders the individual landfeatures 

estimations autonomous (Calonder, 2006). FastSLAM breaks down the Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) issue into one robot localization issue, and a gathering of 

landfeatures estimation issues (Calonder, 2006). The possibility of FastSLAM is by utilizing 

hybrid methodology, which incorporates Particle Filter, and the Extended Kalman Filter 

approach. Such usage gives FastSLAM prominence for its higher information exactness 

(Calonder, 2006). FastSLAM developed, which resulted in the second form of FastSLAM 

called FastSLAM 2.0 (Khairuddin, et al., 2015). “The modification done in FastSLAM 2.0 is 

that the proposal distribution must be relied on in both previous pose estimation in also the 

actual measurement of the mobile robot, while the first version of FastSLAM only relied on 

previous pose estimation of the mobile robot” (Khairuddin, et al., 2015). 

 

Thrun & Montemerlo (2006) indicate, “GraphSLAM changes the position of a Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) into a graphical framework, arranges the log-likehood of 

the records, then reduces this graph by utilizing variable evacuation strategies, landing at a 
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lower estimations issues that is then fathomed using conventional upgrade techniques”. The 

Graph Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) strategy groups the positions and 

features on the map as nodes, which are interlinked by measurements (Brand et al., 2014).  

 

“The graph optimization algorithm comprises three sections: movement estimation, loop 

closure identification and diagram streamlining” (Kong & Lu, 2017). Movement estimation and 

the graph optimization algorithm comprise the front-end part, and chart advancement has a 

place with the back-end part (Kong & Lu, 2017). The graph optimization algorithm utilizes 

movement estimation and loop closure detection for data association, and after that chart 

development can be finished (Kong & Lu, 2017). “The purpose of the front-end part is to obtain 

the constraint relationship of robot's pose graph nodes and the back-end part is used to optimize 

pose graphs" (Kong & Lu, 2017). 

 

Unscented Kalmar Filter (UKF) “is used to linearize a nonlinear function of a random variable  

through a linear regression between n points drawn from the prior distribution of the random  

variable” (Terejanu, 2011). To compensate for the weaknesses of the EKF with highly nonlinear 

systems (Terejanu, 2011), Julier et al. as cited by Terejanu (2011) “introduced the Unscented 

Kalman Filter (UKF) which avoids the computation of the Jacobians”. “The idea is to sample 

particles, called sigma points, which are pondered around the expected value thanks to a 

likelihood function” (Terejanu, 2011). These sigma points are then passed to the nonlinear 

function and the estimate is recomputed (Terejanu, 2011). The significant downside of this 

framework is its computational time. The greater part of the works utilizing the Unscented 

Kalman Filter (UKF) occurred towards the start of the 2000s (Bresson et al., 2017). 
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Another variation of the Kalman Filter is the Information Filter (IF), which is the opposite type 

of the Kalman Filter (Bresson et al., 2017). Its disposition is to characterize the information 

matrix as the opposite of the covariance matrix (Bresson et al., 2017). One principal advantage 

is that the updated stage begins to be addictive and is not reliant on the sequence in which the 

observations are coordinated (Bresson et al., 2017). It is additionally conceivable to make the 

data matrix sparser by breaking the weaker connections between information, which guarantees 

a close steady time (Bresson et al., 2017). The Information Filter (IF) is not as mainstream as 

the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) in mono-vehicle Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(SLAM) in spite of a few applications, in light of the fact that it is important to change over 

each measure in its opposite frame which can be exorbitant (Bresson et al., 2017). Nevertheless, 

the Information Filter (IF) has been increasingly employed for multi-vehicle Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) (Bresson et al., 2017). 

 

“Particle Filters are sequential Monte Carlo methods based on point mass illustrations of 

probability densities, which can be utilized to any state-space model and which generalize the 

traditional Kalman filtering methods” (Arulampalam et al., 2002). The second real branch in 

filtering Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) calculations depends on Particle 

Filters (PF) (Bresson et al., 2017). Their rule is the following: the state is examined with a set 

of particles as per its probability density (Bresson et al., 2017). As with every filter, a prediction 

of the displacement per particle is achieved and an update, contingent upon the perception, is 

performed (Bresson et al., 2017). In the update stage, particles are weighted by their probability 

with respect to the measures. The most likely particles are kept, the others are eliminated and 

new ones are produced (Bresson et al., 2017). The immediate use of this technique to 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is hard to track since it requires a set of 
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particles for each landmark. As a result, varieties of Particle Filters (PFs) have appeared 

(Bresson et al., 2017). 

 

Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter (RBPF) is a framework that utilizes a particle filter in which 

a singular particle conveys a solitary model of the area (Grisettiyz et al., 2005). Rao-

Blackwellized Particle Filter (RBPF) has good scalability for environmental models with 

numerous landfeatures (Kong & Lu, 2017). The Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter (RBPF) can 

comprehend data association errors effectively (Kong & Lu, 2017). FastSLAM stands out 

amongst the most typical example of RBPF (Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter) (Kong & Lu, 

2017). FastSLAM treats the robot position distribution as a set of Rao-Blackwellized particles, 

and every particle speaks to a robot trajectory and utilizes Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to 

maintain local map with the end goal that the computational complexity of Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is enormously decreased (Kong & Lu, 2017). 

 

“DP-SLAM and DP-SLAM 2.0 proposed to use a minimal ancestry tree as a data storage 

structure (Bresson et al., 2017). It enables fast updates by guiding the Particle Filters (PF) while 

reducing the number of iterations of the latter (Bresson et al., 2017). DP-SLAM uses a particle 

filter to represent both robot poses and possible map configurations” (Bresson et al., 2017). 

“Using a new map representation, which we call distributed particle (DP) mapping, we are able 

to maintain and update hundreds or thousands of candidate maps and robot poses in real time 

as the robot moves through the environment” (Bresson et al., 2017). 

 

According to Huletski et al. (2015), oriented fast and rotation brief (ORB)-SLAM is the visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technique that employs the oriented fast and 

rotation brief features. When compared with other Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM) algorithms, it does not utilize any outer odometry. This algorithm has a 
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few features. Amid robot investigation, the place recognition database is developed. The 

database comprises words portrayal of the present vision sensor image that is bound to the 

explicit location in the environmental model. The database allows queries implementation with 

the set of currently identified oriented fast and rotation brief descriptors to perceive the present 

place. An additional element of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is the co-

visibility diagram in which vertices are keyframes and an edge associates two vertices in the 

event that they share enough regular highlights. “Such graph is useful for finding several frames 

with the images of the same object from different view angles” (Huletski et al, 2015). 

 

Huletski et al. (2015) define OpenRatSLAM as an open source execution of the RatSLAM 

algorithm that is an appearance-based visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) 

system. The principal highlight of this Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) 

algorithm is that the representation navigational procedures are within the hippocampus which 

is a piece of the mammalian cerebrum. A monocular camera is employed as the fundamental 

sensor for the location data also to visually evaluate odometry. “As the robot explores the 

environment, RatSLAM builds robot's trajectory map in form of graph in which vertices 

correspond to some unique visual experience and edges contain odometry data” (Huletski et al., 

2015). OpenRatSLAM usage additionally incorporates a visual odometry module that decides 

camera movement by looking at progressive images. The unit makes the implicit assumption 

that the extreme vision sensor movement is constrained and the robot goes at a moderately 

consistent speed. “It allows for separate regions in the image to be specified for determining 

forward translational and rotational speeds using scanline profile that is the sum of the image 

columns. The rotational velocity is estimated by determining what relative horizontal offset of 

two consecutive scanline profiles minimizes the mean of absolute differences between the two 

profiles” (Huletski et al., 2015).  The translational speed is evaluated by multiplying the 
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minimum deterrence by a scaling factor and restricted to a maximum value (Huletski et al., 

2015). 

 

Huletski et al. (2015) indicate that “6-DoF Low Dimensionality SLAM or L-SLAM is an 

improvement of FastSLAM 2.0 algorithm. Both algorithms are probabilistic, feature-based and 

use RaoBlackwellized particle filter to track posteriors. Position of each feature (i.e. points on 

the environment map) is treated as random variable as well as robot's pose. L-SLAM uses 

Particle Filter to estimate robot orientation and Kalman Filter to estimate robot and feature 

positions. This scheme differs from the one used by FastSLAM algorithm: Particle Filter is 

used to estimate entire robot pose (orientation and location), Extended Kalman Filter is used 

for pose estimation of each feature. L-SLAM also performs Kalman Smoothing to propagate 

the newest measurement backwards to already estimated robot poses (i. e. trajectory) and 

features (i. e. map). L-SLAM algorithm uses odometry to sample new robot orientation with 

Particle Filter. Posteriors for robot's (as well as features') poses are estimated with Kalman 

Filter, since derived approximation of kinematic model of 6 DoF vehicle is linear. The 

observation is defined as a set of features, extracted by an abstract sensor. Features of any kind 

can be used, but the model derived in the paper uses 3D laser scanning sensor as an input. The 

only (soft) requirement for feature detector is low noise (since such assumption was made in 

process of derivation” (Huletski et al., 2015). 

 

According to Huletski et al. (2015), Large-scale direct monocular Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (LSD-SLAM) is an algorithm that utilizes just Red Green Blue (RGB) images 

from a monocular camera as data about location and consecutively assembles a topological 

map. The most particular properties of Large-scale coordinate monocular Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (LSD-SLAM) are its capacity to rebuild 3D environment and direct 
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environment. The algorithm is really an expansion of the technique that permits one to assess 

semi-dense converse depth environmental model with monocular camera. The semi-dense 

converse depth environmental model is a probabilistic partial estimation of previous (actual) 

distance, distance to the location point that compares to a pixel on the image. The converse 

depth environmental model is highlighted by 2D array of random values. Every random quality 

approximates reverse depth with Gaussian, so it is depicted by mean and variance qualities. 

Pixel to opposite depth correspondence is fractional, since converse depth environmental model 

can be evaluated for "good" pixels on the image. The "integrity" is characterized by power slope 

direction (for example, course in which intensity develops) of a pixel. The depth environmental 

model is evaluated by difference in estimation for every pixel on current image and some image 

that has been caught previously. Afterwards, those assessed qualities (for example, new 

observations) are converged with current reverse depth map with Gaussian combining (like 

Kalman filter) (Huletski et al., 2015). Along these lines, the method permits one to ceaselessly 

estimate current converse depth environment model (Huletski et al., 2015). 

 

According to Ahmed et al. (2016), most of the above methods and algorithms are founded on 

the principle of the Kalman Filter (KF). Regardless of this mentioned algorithm, each have their 

abilities and drawbacks (Agunbiade & Zuva, 2018). To resolve the shortcoming of environment 

noise such as light intensity in Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM), we 

have adopted Extended Kalman filter (EKF) which is an extension of Kalman Filter (KF) as 

our primary algorithm for localization and mapping to simulate our Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) framework. The next section presents recent studies on 

Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM). 
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2.3 Recent Research on Visual SLAM  

 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) has been a common technique for mobile 

robot autonomous navigation. Numerous researchers have embarked on a journey to advance 

the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technique, however more still needs to 

be done. This section will concentrate on a portion of the research done by different researchers 

regarding Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) utilizing a vision sensor(s), their 

accomplishments, and the weaknesses they confront while demonstrating their techniques. 

A proposed technique by Al-Mutib et al., (2014) on Stereo Vision Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) was for an independent mobile robot route in an indoor location. The 

goal was to outline a framework in which an autonomous mobile robot would solely use a vision 

sensor for obtaining information and exploring the environment. Their navigation framework 

contained route and self-localization. Their navigation system comprised navigation and self-

localization. The overall navigation hierarchy contained localization, Perform the Region of 

Interest (ROI), Region of Interest (ROI) Sub Screening, grid mapping optimal path search and 

path planning as illustrated in Figure 2-1. The standard exercise into their Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) route framework was to accomplish 3D depth estimation 

of the area, scene examination, optimal path search, real time path planning and motor speed 

control. 
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Figure 2-1: SLAM Navigation Strategy (Al-Mutib et al., 2014) 

 
The experimental outcome demonstrated that their proposed system was fit for exploring in a 

pre-defined paths environment positively. However, the data association on the mobile robot 

turned out to be difficult because of varieties in light, specular appearance in environment and 

conflicting point clouds that happened because of the variety in review edges of the camera. 

A study directed by Brand at el. (2014) was conducted for Visual Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) based on Indoor/Outdoor location obstacle evasion. The reason for the 

investigation was to make an on-broad stereo-vision based mapping framework that would be 

utilized for path planning and local obstacle evasion in a search and rescue mission. Their 

framework configuration comprised three layers, which were perception, mapping and also 

planning and control. The perception layer included thick stereo matching, visual odometry 

calculation and sensor fusion. The mapping layer included negative edge detection, which 

helped with distinguishing negative inclines and edges in the environment, similar to cliffs or 

stair-heads. To further enhance their technique, the advanced step and slope identification was 
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used to change the depth image into a point-cloud that was related to the nearby tangent plane. 

Outlier Filtering was deployed to reduce the standardization, propagated and stereo correlation 

error in 3D positions of the detected obstacles. Time-Based probabilistic Integration was 

utilized to accurately surpass the small aperture angle, and Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filters 

(RBPF) calculation was utilized to precisely compute the factorization of the joint likelihood 

of the robot course and environment model into distribution of possible robot paths or route. 

The results of localization and model calculation estimation would be utilized by the planning 

and control layer for robot control, local path planning and obstruction evasion. Figure 2-2 gives 

an outline of how the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) framework architecture 

was created. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Software Architecture for Stereo-Vision Obstacle Mapping (Brand et al., 2014) 

 

The experiments of the proposed framework configuration were performed in an indoor, 

outdoor and blended indoor and outside condition. In the outside set-up, the tight-edge and 

wide-edge Vision Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) framework delineated an 
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above exactness of 0.22m mean fault, having an enhanced deviation of under 0.08% and 0.06% 

of the full course. This means that the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) framework was proficient to deal with mistakes, floating combination computations 

and able to correct the drifts also. A Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

framework likewise demonstrated positive advance in shutting the substantial circle in an 

exploratory set-up. The Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) framework 

showed that it could manage with a changing light blended Indoor and Outdoor set-up. 

However, the framework could not perform a quantitative evaluation because of the absence of 

ground truth information. Untextured objects like white walls, regular patterns and reflective 

surfaces became a problem for the system architecture in an outdoor Environment. 

A proposed framework by Wang et al. (2016) was introduced on Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) in a low dynamic workspace location utilizing a Red 

Green Blue Depth (RGBD) sensor. The aim of the framework was to refresh a map by keeping 

track of most recent changes in the environment as the autonomous mobile robot was exploring 

the area. The proposed framework had two segments, which were Multi-Session Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) and graph management. The Multi-Session 

Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) module had a graph model with 

every point of interest being a position and each edge being a restriction, by consolidating past 

sessions with the present data and recent session to keep the model of the environment in one 

with global coordinates. The graph management was responsible for updating the graph model 

and without increasing difficulties employing the out-of-dated scan identification module and 

redundant scan identification module. Figure 2-3 gives an illustration of the framework. 
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Figure 2-3: Framework for Multi-Session RGBD SLAM (Wang et al., 2016) 

 
“The process in each timestep is: (1) The multi-session Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM) component yields a map using the Red Green Blue Depth (RGBD) sensor 

data; (2) The out-of-dated scans identification module will identify whether the scans 

corresponding to past poses are out of date, if so, the nodes will be pruned since they are no 

longer useful for map building and loop closure; (3) The redundant scans identification module 

will continue pruning poses if the number of in-dated nodes is higher than a threshold, which 

is related to the size of the mapping area; (4) The graph is marginalized to reserve the 

information after the node is pruned, forming an integrated constraint for the next session.” 

(Wang et al. 2016) 

The experimental outcomes demonstrated that the proposed framework could update the 

location in a low dynamic or static environment without increasing problems and at an 

acceptable error level. However, there were difficulties on the framework for out-of-dated 

output identification scans tried in the lab. The small objects caught by Red Green Blue Depth 
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(RGBD) sensor with low quality, were considered as noise by the calculation, two objects were 

viewed as one object and when the object was removed and the new one was added in the 

position, such change could not be shown on the geometric shape. 

Another research was conducted by Gao & Zhang (2015) for Robust Visual-based 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) using planar point features with the aid of 

a Red Green Blue Depth (RGBD) sensor. The objective of the investigation was to propose a 

method that would upgrade the accuracy in catching and recording planar point features into 

the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM). Their proposed method used 

planar features to modify keyframes. The proposed method would start by removing planar 

points from cloud gained from the Red Green Blue Depth (RGBD) sensor. Then attempts are 

made to improve the quality of the mined planars, then depth values of planes would be 

modified according to the parameter of plane models, and Random Sample Consensus 

(RANSAC) framework is then employed to sense and compare point features on the individual 

pair of planes. As demonstrated by Raguram et al. (2013), Random Sample Consensus 

(RANSAC) is a general system for redressing a model within the sight of outliers. Their 

proposed method also contained a graphic end part which executed image process ego-motion 

calculation, and pose optimization part was for executing global pose graph optimization. 

Figure 2-4 gives a schematic framework. 
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Figure 2-4: RGB-D System using Planar features (Gao & Zhang, 2015) 

 
The experimental results of their proposed technique on open datasets showed that the tracking 

trajectory is fairly correct, and a high accuracy in motion of the two frames with less failure 

rate. However, physical experiment results exhibited that repetitive structure on floor, and light 

from the rooftop irritated the coordinating procedure, and sunshine from a window disturbs the 

illumination conditions. 

A proposed algorithm by Lin et al. (2013) was for robust outdoor stereo Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) for heavy machine rotation sensing. The explanation 

behind the algorithm was to evaluate the mining rope shovel's rotation about its vertical axis. 

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) was chosen for the essential estimation in this research because 

of its abilities to close loops adequately. Wan & Van der Merwe (2000) portray Extended 

Kalman Filter as an algorithm that is utilized in a number of nonlinear estimation and machine 

learning systems as well as calculating the state of a nonlinear dynamic application, calculating 

parameters for nonlinear system identification when system dynamic and observation models 

are linear. For every camera frame, from the perspective of Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), the following procedures should be followed 

in their calculation as shown in Figure 2-5:  
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Figure 2-5: Algorithm flow for Robust Outdoor Stereo SLAM (Lin et al., 2013) 

 
As indicated by the investigation, the proposed algorithm additionally utilized the two 

techniques to increase Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) viability for 

outside conditions. The methods were Harris corner (Harris & Stephen as cited by Lin et al., 

2013), in particular, locally maximal feature and Feature Cluster landmark. Locally maximal 

feature selects more equitably over the image and detects features reliably in a non-uniformly 

illuminated scene. Whereas Feature Cluster landmarks achieved every milestone in a cluster of 
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3D features from a solitary camera frame; this will allow great consistency and robust landmark 

estimation, as corners were designated based corner threshold within an image. The 

investigation additionally utilized a percent threshold technique to estimate the pixel areas of 

edge that surpasses the corner edge inside an image. The experiment of a vision algorithm was 

performed utilizing three separate video successions, at cycle 2900, 8000 and 6600 frames 

respectively. The maximum error for all video arrangement settled inside 10 . When comparing 

the two methods used in a vision algorithm, it was found that the Local maximal feature was 

steadier than Percent Threshold technique identifying outline with coordinate daylight or 

shadows illumination. 

Zou et al. (2013) proposed a framework for Collaborative Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (CoSLAM) in a dynamic Environment; the aim of the system was to address the 

challenge of dynamic conditions by utilizing several cameras into a Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) framework. The Collaborative Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (CoSLAM) structure would detect and recognize feature points of 

each image from individual camera sensor inputs and sent them into Collaborative 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (CoSLAM) segments which are Camera posture 

estimation, map building, point classification and camera grouping which were joined to make 

a worldwide map. Collaborative Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (CoSLAM) 

framework would in the meantime compute the position of all camera sensors ceaselessly. 

Figure 2-6 gives schematic delineation of the framework 
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Figure 2-6: CoSLAM System Architecture (Zou et al., 2013) 

 
The experimental results showed that the Collaborative Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (CoSLAM) structure was effective in assessing robot position in a highly dynamic 

and static condition. Collaborative Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (CoSLAM) was 

compelling in dealing with lighting and noise conditions in an indoor territory. However, 

Collaborative Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (CoSLAM) was using twelve-camera 

sensors to map and navigate the environment; the performance of the system dropped because 

of heavy computation of sensors. Table 2-1 depicts a tabular format of VSLAM techniques/or 

algorithms (including strengths and weaknesses) which were proposed by researchers.
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 Framework Strength Limitation 

Stereo vision Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (SLAM) for Indoor Autonomous Mobile 

Robot Navigation (al-Mutib et al., 2014)  

 The navigation framework of 

localization, Perform the ROI, ROI Sub 

Screening, grid mapping optimal path 

search and path planning. 

 The main activities of the framework are  

3D depth calculation of the location, 

scene analysis, optimal path search, real 

time path planning and motor speed 

control 

 Capable of navigating in a pre-

planned goals paths environment 

positively. 

Data association on the mobile robot 

becomes a problem due to: 

 variations in illumination 

  specular reflection in environment 

and  

 inconsistent point clouds which 

happens because of the variation in 

viewing angles of the camera 

A stereo vision-based obstacle mapping for Indoor/ 

Outdoor Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(Brand et al., 2014) 

The System consists of three layers which are 

perception, mapping as well as planning and 

control: 

 The perception layer includes dense 

stereo matching, visual odometry 

computation and sensor fusion. 

 The  mapping layer includes Negative 

Edge detection, Outlier Filtering, 

Adaptive Step and Slope Detection, 

Time-Based probabilistic Integration, 

Projection 2D and particle filter SLAM 

 Localization and Model calculation will 

be employed by planning and control 

layer for robot control, local path planning 

and obstacle avoidance 

 

 Their system depicted an above 

precision of 0.22m mean fault,  

having an improved deviation of 

less than 0.08% and 0.06% of the 

full course 

 System can be able to handle 

inaccuracies, drifting fusion 

calculations and to rectify the 

drifts as well 

 Able to close large loops 

 System demonstrated that it 

could manage with changing 

light in a mixed Indoor & 

Outdoor set-up. 

Their System couldn’t perform quantitative 

evaluation of obstacle due to: 

 lack of ground truth data 

 untextured objects like white walls  

 regular patterns and  

 reflective surfaces in an outdoor set-

up 

RGBD Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(SLAM) in low dynamic workspace environment 

(Wang et al., 2016) 

Their Framework consists of  two components 

 The multi-session SLAM component has 

a graph model with each landmark being 

a position and each edge being a 

restriction, by combining previous 

sessions with the current information and 

recent session to keep the model of the 

 The experimental results showed 

that the system was able to update 

the map in a low dynamic or 

static environment with a 

noncumulative complexity and at 

an acceptable error level 

 There were setbacks on the system 

for out-of-dated scan identification; 

the small objects captured by 

RGBD sensor with low quality, 

were considered as noise by the 

algorithm.  
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environment in one set of global 

coordinates.  

 The graph management is responsible for 

updating the graph model and with non-

accumulative complexity employing the 

out-of-dated scan identification module 

and redundant scan identification module.   

 Two objects were regarded as one 

object and when the object was 

removed and the new one was 

added in the position, such change 

cannot be reflected on the geometric 

shape. 

Robust RGB-D simultaneous localization and 

mapping using planar point’s features (Gao & 

Zhang, 2015) 

 Framework utilizes planar features to 

arrange keyframes.  

 The framework contains a graphic end 

part that executes image process ego-

motion calculation, and pose optimization 

part for executing global pose graph 

optimization. 

 Their system-tracking trajectory 

is fairly accurate, high accuracy 

in motion of the two frames with 

less failure rate. 

 Repetitive structure on floor. 

 Daylight from the ceiling disrupted 

the matching process.  

 Sunshine from window disrupts the 

illumination conditions.   

Robust outdoor stereo Visual Simultaneous          

Localization for heavy machine rotation sensing (Lin 

et al., 2013) 

Framework consists of two methods: 

 Locally maximal feature chooses features 

more evenly across the image and senses 

features more consistently in a non-

uniformly illuminated scene. 

 Feature Cluster landmark acquires each 

landmark in a cluster of 3D feature from a 

single camera frame; this will permit 

extreme consistency and robust landmark 

measurement. 

 Their system showed a  

maximum error for all video 

sequence settled within 1o   

 Local maximum method was able 

to detect frames in direct 

sunlight; shadow illumination 

better than Percent Threshold 

method 

 Percent Threshold method could 

not perform well in detecting 

frames in direct sunlight, or 

shadow illumination 

Collaborative Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (SLAM) in a dynamic Environment (Zou 

et al., 2013) 

 The framework senses and tracks feature 

points of each image frame from 

Individual camera sensor inputs, sends 

them into SLAM components, and 

calculates the position of vision sensors. 

 Effectively calculate position in 

extremely dynamic and static 

environment. 

 Successful in handling with 

lighting and noise condition in an 

indoor location. 

 

 Computation complexity increased 

with twelve cameras mounted onto 

the system. 

Table 2-1: A Summary of reviewed Research Paper Overview 
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2.4 Open Issues, Challenges and Future Research in VSLAM 

 

Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) over the years has received a lot of 

attention and tremendous achievement has been attained, but there are still many issues limiting 

the full acceptance of the technology. Take for instance the issue of dynamic environment 

complaints by many researchers that has not been fully resolved (Wang et al., 2016, Zou et al., 

2013). Dynamic features are objects capable of changing their location because of external 

forces acting on them; thus, success attained in this situation is associated with how dynamic 

the environment is. The more dynamic the environment, the more challenging it becomes to 

address (Wang et al., 2016). Another issue that has not been fully addressed is the illumination 

variance, which mostly affects the image characteristic, with an effect that violates assumption 

– making localization impossible, but in the static environment, the effect of illumination 

variance has been successful to some extent (Al-Mutib et al., 2014). However, it is more 

challenging to address in a dynamic environment (Wang et al., 2016).   

Furthermore, some researchers reviewed in this study complain about regular patterns (Brand 

et.al. 2014, Gao & Zhang, 2015). The effect of regular patterns on a Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) algorithm can lead to mismatches and missing features 

which will result in obstacles either been absent or dislocated within the map created for the 

environment (Brand et al., 2014). Lastly, the issue of computation complexity has related speed 

issues and is often a problem complaint by some researchers (Gao & Zhang 2015, Zou et al., 

2013), although researchers tend to reduce the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) computational cost, but results attained are successful to some extent (Gao & Zhang 

2015). Nevertheless, more research still needs to be done in this area. In future, a Visual 
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Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) method must be able to eliminate all 

current challenges to attain maximum effectiveness and efficiency.   

2.5 Chapter Summary 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to survey the methods employed by various researchers to build 

a Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system and to highlight their 

strengths and drawbacks. Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) has been 

a common method among robotic applications because of its ability to enable an autonomous 

mobile robot to construct a model of an unknown environment and estimate its position within 

an unknown environment at the same time with the aid of a vision sensor such as a camera. 

This is an important functionality necessary for a mobile robot to navigate in an unfamiliar 

area. Numerous researchers have investigated this area of Visual Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) with remarkable results. However, the review conducted in this study 

has discovered that challenges such as variations in illumination, specular reflection in 

environment, inconsistent point clouds, untextured objects like white walls, regular patterns, 

reflective surfaces, direct sunlight or shadows illumination, loop closure detection and multiple 

camera sensors on the robot, have the potential to limit or cause the Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique to be ineffective in both static and dynamic 

environments. In our effort to improve the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) technique, we have chosen to investigate the challenge of environmental noise such 

as light/illumination intensity in this study because this is often a common problem because of 

the high intensity of sunlight in our continent.  In order to address this problem, the next chapter 

gives an explanation of the method and algorithms that are utilized in this study to resolve the 

challenge of environmental noise such as light intensity in a static environment.  
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                                            CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter gives an outline explanation of the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) technique in a noisy static environment. In constructing a robust 

technique, this part of the paper depicts, in full, such things as the modules, calculations, 

algorithms and various phases that are utilized to enhance the Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique in a noisy environment. 

The proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique in a noisy 

environment is simulated by using Matlab. Matlab stands for Matrix Laboratory, a fourth 

generation programming language commonly utilized for technical calculation, programming 

and conceptualization of data (Okereke & Keates, 2018). The capability of an autonomous 

mobile robot to construct a model of its environment and to estimate its position is an important 

functionality necessary for a robot to effectively navigate in an unfamiliar area (Narang et al., 

2014: 4021).   

An environmental noise such as light intensity that is created from a source such as sunlight 

and bulbs, has the capability to limit the performance of Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM). The challenge of environmental noises has the competency to destroy 

image, corrupt the Red Green Blue Depth (RGB-G) colour value and bring poor vision that 

makes the image content interpretation difficult to analyse (Yinka et al., 2014: 680) which 

affects the mapping and localization of an autonomous mobile robot.  

In our effort to improve Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM), the 

proposed technique comprised of five phases: Image Acquisition Phase, Pre-processing Phase, 

Light Filtering Algorithm, Localization and Mapping Phase and Navigation Phase. Figure 3-1 
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shows the graphical structure of the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) technique.  The phases below will be discussed in detail later in the chapter. The 

chapter also discusses the dataset that is used to simulate the proposed Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique and evaluation metrics.  
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  Figure 3-1: Proposed Phases of Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 
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3.1.1 Image Acquisition Phase  

 

The first phase of the proposed technique is the Image Acquisition Phase. The purpose of this 

phase is to capture an image from the environment with the aid of a vision sensor; it is then 

changed into a controllable object (Moeslund, 2012). In order for a sensor-watched scene to be 

changed over into an image, “the Image Acquisition process consists of three steps: energy 

reflected from the object of interest, an optical system which focuses the energy, and finally a 

sensor which measures the amount of energy”. (Moeslund, 2012) The first step, the vision 

sensor in acquiring an image, has to do with energy reflected from the object of concern, which 

is the light from the object. The vision sensor would inspect the light from the object of concern, 

which is the key aspect of catching an image. Light, in this context is “the energy of interest or 

more generally … electromagnetic waves” or photons (Moeslund, 2012).  

In order to avoid light from different objects inside the environment, which may cause an 

unusable image, the successive step in the Image Acquisition Phase is optical system; “an 

optical system directs the incoming energy toward a sensor” (Moeslund, 2012). The purpose 

of the optical system is to capture the light reflected from the object into a vision sensor” 

(Moeslund, 2012).  

“After the light reflected from the object of interest is focused by some optics and now needs 

to be recorded by the camera” (Moeslund, 2012). “For this purpose, an image sensor is used, 

which consists of a 2D array of cells. Each of these cells is denoted a pixel and is capable of 

measuring the amount of incident light and convert that into a voltage, which in turn is 

converted into a digital number through an analog-to-digital converter (ADC)” (Moeslund, 

2012). “The more incident light the higher the voltage and the higher the digital number. Before 

a camera can capture an image, all cells are emptied, meaning that no charge is present. When 

the camera is to capture an image, light is allowed to enter and charges start accumulating in 
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each cell” (Moeslund, 2012). After the image is formed in the Image Acquisition Phase, the 

next phase of our Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) is the Pre-

processing Phase to further process procured images by a camera sensor from the environment. 

  

Figure 3-2: Image Acquisition Phase of a Proposed VSLAM  

3.1.2 Pre-processing Phase 

 

The second phase in the proposed technique is Image Pre-processing. Since the major parts of 

the Image information from a camera sensor are noisy, incomplete and inadequate, Pre-

processing from the Acquisition Phase becomes essential (Shameena & Jabbar, 2014). Image 

Pre-processing is one of the preparatory phases required to guarantee the high quality of the 

subsequent phase (Shameena & Jabbar, 2014). Rao & Arora (2014) defined Image Pre-

processing as a procedure to enhance crude images caught from cameras/sensors situated on 

satellites, space tests and air ships or images caught in standard day by day life for various 

frameworks. The reason for a Pre-processing Phase is to upgrade the image data that 

overwhelms unfavourable misrepresentations or enhances some image features. (Miljkovic, 

2009). The images taken from the vision sensors experience pre-processing to be prepared and 

analysed for an autonomous robot to extract the landmarks or landfeatures on an image. 

“Noise is a low-level signal that corrupts the nature of an image and a hindrance of data inside 

an image” (Tempany et al., 2003). Noise is the principal issue in computer vision and image 

processing (Nam et al., 2013). In computer vision studies, numerous works indicate noise as 

one of the fundamental sources that clarify the blunder of their frameworks and underline the 
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need of setting up robustness against noise (Nam et al., 2013). Environmental noise which is 

the noise generated by environmental factors, can deteriorate feature values and can possibly 

cause deception of an image that can lead to a Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) technique to perform poorly (Yinka et al., 2014). Environmental noise clarifies the 

vulnerability of the light estimation in an image (Nam et al., 2013). A low noise value would 

demonstrate that the watched intensity value is exceedingly liable to be the ground truth 

intensity or the other way around (Nam et al., 2013). Numerous computer vision applications 

depend on precise light estimation (Nam et al., 2013), for example, changes in shading and 

force of brightening on the scene can cause troubles in limitation, mapping and scene arranged 

for the robot (Maddern et al., 2014). At the point when the size of the environmental noise is 

greater than the size of an image, it is regularly hard to recognise anything inside an image 

(Sangwine et al., 2012). 

One of the challenges, which can be caused by such conditions, is high light intensity, which 

degenerates and debases the standard of image (Clipp et al., 2009), which can influence the 

data association, extraction of points of interest and odometry data of Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM). The examination of environmental noise within an 

image is justification for applying a filtering algorithm (Schowengerdt, 2006). In our work to 

improve Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) in a noisy environment, at 

the pre-processing phase, we had introduced a Light Filtering Algorithm to remove the noise 

on images, which were harmed by higher light intensity in the image acquisition phase. The 

next phase gives an illustration of how image noise such as light intensity had been removed 

from an acquired image.  
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Figure 3-3: Pre-processing phase of a Proposed VSLAM  

 
 

3.1.3 Light Filtering Algorithm   

 

A Light Filtering Algorithm is vital to the proposed technique as it is utilized to lessen 

environmental noise, clean and improve images that are, as of now, influenced by 

environmental noise, for example, light intensity, shadow, rain and so forth. Environmental 

noise, such as light variety, is common noise, most particularly in office territories (Clipp et 

al., 2009) and can cause the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) method 

to fail, because as mentioned early in the study, the environmental noise can harm images, 

degenerate the Red Green Blue (RGB) shading value and bring decreased vision (Yinka et al., 

2014). As mentioned early, in our Pre-processing Phase, we introduced a Light Filtering 

Algorithm, to focus our attention on light intensity because of its common occurrence. After 

being filtered, images would now be sent to Localization and Mapping for further processing 

of the image, which will lead to minimum error in the estimation of the environment. (Yinka 

et al., 2014)  

A Light Filtering Algorithm has the ability to diminish the result of light intensity that 

influences an image (Yinka et al., 2014:679). The method is initially carried out on modelling 

the object reflected by camera, based on dichromatic reflection characterised as I(x) as given 

in equation 3-1 (Yinka et al., 2014).  

            .Gxxxxxx sd

SD                                               3-1, 
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where, I  designates the noticed picture intensity,  yxx ,  designates the      

picture coordinate, D designates diffuse reflection component,
s designates 

specular reflection component,  x  designates the diffuse colour, G  

designates specular colour,  xd  designates the coefficient that manages the 

size of diffuse reflection component and   xs designates the coefficient that 

designates the size of specular reflection component. 

 

Thus, the light intensity detection technique is built on the usage of dark channel demonstrated 

in calculation 3-2 and automatic thresholding demonstrated in calculation 3-3 is utilized to 

label high light reflection in image (Yinka et al., 2014). “The combination of these two methods 

is utilized for recognition of the high light part of the image because the intensity value of such 

in the dark channel will be having high intensity value while an area not affected with light 

will be having little intensity value” (Yinka et al., 2014).  

darkI dark channel   of I image can be depicted as follows 

)))((min(min)(
},,{)(

yIXI c

bgrcxy

dark


                                                                         3-2, 

where )(x   is a local patch centred at  yxxx ,,   is the image coordinates, 

cI is a colour channel of I  

The optimum automatic thresholding 
*t  technique employed for dark channel picture 

segmentation is called valley-emphasis; it is a better form of automatic thresholding and it is 

utilized for classification of the dark channel picture. 

 

))}()()()()(1({
2
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2
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* ttttpArgMaxt t                                          3-3, 
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where t  is a threshold value, p  is the probability of occurrences at threshold 

value t , the smaller tp is, and the bigger the weight will be. 1  and  2  

signify mean gray level of two classes, 1  and 2  signify probability of two 

classes. 

In the mark image produced by automatic thresholding of dark channel pictures, the part 

categorised as 1 indicates the part affected with light intensity and 0 indicates parts that are not 

affected with light intensity (Yinka et al., 2014). Demonstration for this expression is given in 

calculation  3-4. 

 

otherwise

txIifxmasmask  )({)( 1

0
                                                             3-4,     

                                                        

In the removal process of Light intensity, Specular to diffuse mechanism is proposed in this 

method. Demonstration of the image with minimal light intensity effect 
DI  is given in 

calculation 3-5. 

 

max31
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D IIII                                       3-5, 
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where max  designates the specular pixels, r, g and b designate the 

corresponding histogram components of red, green and blue (Yinka et al., 

2014). 

 

Along these lines, after the strategies for these filters, the light intensity impacts on pictures 

was lessened and corrupted shading properties of affected districts in pictures were upgraded. 

After Light Filtering Algorithm has been applied in an image, image would now be sent to  

mobile robot for Localization and Mapping. 

 

Figure 3-4: Light Filtering Algorithm of a Proposed VSLAM  

 

3.1.4 Localization and Mapping Phase 

 

The fourth phase of our technique is Localization and Mapping. The whole procedure and 

motivation behind Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is to develop a model of 

its location and estimate the robot position inside the location simultaneously (Clipp et al., 

2009). This cannot be accomplished until that mobile robot can refresh its odometry which 

gives guidance to the robot (Zhang, 2014). Odometry is continually deceptive at the start of the 

robot navigation, so the robot needs to explore location in order for the vision sensor, as an 

exteroceptive sensor, to obtain the scene of the environment in order to redress the robot 

position (Zhang, 2014). The vision sensor gives the scene of the location in the form of an 
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image which needs to go through the Pre-processing Phase to filter environmental noise 

acquired in the Acquisition Phase (Clipp et al., 2009).  

Our technique utilizes Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to refresh the model of the environment 

and the position of the robot. The extracted features are ordinarily alluded to as landmarks or 

landfeatures (Heukels, 2015). At the point when landmarks or landfeatures are extricated from 

the area, the robot tries to join or relate past mapped landmarks or landfeature with the present 

observation landmarks on the scene of the area (Heukels, 2015). The re-observed landmark or 

landfeature would be used to refresh the robot point on the area where the new features would 

then be included into the map, for the robot to recognize the previous mapped area on the return 

to the environment (Matsebe et al., 2010). The procedure of updating landmarks on the map, 

odometry data and discovering new landmarks would be repeated until the robot is able to 

model the location and establishes its position (Matsebe et al., 2010). Figure 3-5 gives a 

graphical illustration of the processes of localization and mapping of the environment by a 

robot. 
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Figure 3-5: Flow chart of a proposed Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) Algorithm (Zhang, 2014) 
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3.1.4.1 Motion and Observation Models  

 

In this part of the chapter, we give an overview clarification of the motion and observation 

models that are fundamental to resolving the shortcoming of Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (SLAM) and that are appropriate to most robot navigation shortcomings (Zhang, 

2014).  

3.1.4.2 Frame Transformation 

 

There are two key frames in an autonomous mobile robot navigation shortcoming, which are 

global frame, also known as world frame, and robot frame, or known as local frame R (Zhang, 

2014). The global frame is a static frame that keeps its origin at ]'0,0,0[G 0 , although the local 

frame is connected to the moving robot at origin 0R [0,0,0 ]' . Global and robot frames can be 

reformed to each other by applying the translation ]'y,x[R rrtrans  , and rotation R (Zhang, 

2014).  

 

Figure 3-6: A proposed transformation between global and local frames (Zhang, 2014) 
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Figure 3-6 determines the association of world and local frames with a set feature location. The 

Reference frame R is initially rotated by rθ  and then translated by r , from the global frame. 

What we require is to develop the conversion of the feature location between world and local 

frame (Zhang, 2014).  

The conversion from global to local coordinate can be defined as follows in equation 3-6: 

 

                      
local Global trans( )TL Rot L R                                                                                3-6, 

 

The conversion from local to global coordinate can be defined as follows in equation 3-7: 

 

global local transL Rot L R                                                                                    3-7, 

 

where 
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Rtrans  is the transformation of local frame from global frame (Zhang, 

2014).  
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3.1.4.3 Motion Model 

 

In the motion model, the present robot location at time t can be estimated according to a control 

motion u , a perturbation n  and the previous robot state R  at time 1t . Thus, the motion 

model ()f  is symbolized as follows in equation 3-8 (Zhang, 2014): 

   ttt nuRfR ,,1t                                                                           3-8, 

Then last robot state  
1tR  is branded by the translation and rotation to the global frame as 

follows in equation 3-9 (Zhang, 2014): 
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                                                                  3-9, 

Then control motion tu  is denoted in equation 3-10 (Zhang, 2014): 
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                                                                        3-10, 

where perturbation or noise ()n  is also required as the motion control, 

but in reality is never exact. Therefore, we increased the noise categorized 

by Gaussian probability with q  variance value and zero mean, denoted 

in equation 3-11 (Zhang, 2014): 

   qn ,0                                                                                        3-11, 
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3.1.4.4 Direct & Inverse Observation Model 

 

The observation model offers data concerning the relation between the autonomous machine 

and the feature location. It is employed when the autonomous machine detects a feature that 

has already been recorded by its on-board sensors. Direct observation ()h  can be denoted as 

follows in equation 3-12 (Zhang, 2014): 
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                3-12, 

where &d  are the bearing and distance between the feature and an 

autonomous machine respectively. v  denotes a Gaussian noise vector 

with zero mean and s   variance. Observation z  is also referred to as 

calculation (Zhang, 2014).  

The opposite observation model ()g  is invoked when there is a newly discovered feature. 

Assume that the feature calculation z  is known, utilizing opposite observation results, the 

feature state L  with respect to the global frame, and then function ()g  as is denoted in 

equation 3-13 is the converse of observation function ()h (Zhang, 2014): 

   z,RgL                                                                                        3-13, 

3.1.4.5 EKF-Slam Process 

 

In overall, the key vital procedure can be originated from three repeated steps:  

 Update the current state estimate utilizing the odometry data (prediction step)  

 Update the projected state from re-observing landmarks (correction step)  
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 Increase new landmarks to the current state (landmark initialization) 

  

Prior to giving each step a comprehensive explanation in the subsequent subsections, we will 

present the map state vector that is reflected as the fundamental of a Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm (Zhang, 2014).  

 

3.1.4.5.1 The Map State 

 

The map in a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) challenge is a massive 

estimated state vector, containing robot and features states, which can be designated as follows 

in equation 3-14 (Zhang, 2014): 
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                                                                                3-14, 

where R  is the robot state having location  y,x and orientation , and M  is 

the set of landfeature locations  nlll 21 , , with n  the amount of recently 

observed landfeatures (Zhang, 2014).  

 

The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)-SLAM map is demonstrated by a Gaussian variable taken 

from the mean and covariance P  of the map state. The covariance matrix P  is of significance 

to a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) challenge as it labels the mean deviation 

and system uncertainty. The matrix contains the covariance on the robot position RRP , the 

landfeatures, the covariance between robot location and landfeature RMP  and its transpose MRP
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, as well as the covariance between the landfeatures MMP , designated as follows in equation 3-

15 (Zhang, 2014): 
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3.1.4.5.2 The Map Initialization 

 

The mapping initializes with the starting location of the robot and no landfeatures. Then we 

have the starting robot location as origin of the global frame, and the number of landfeatures n 

as zero. Consequently, the initial map state and covariance matrix can be measured as in 

equation 3-16 (Zhang, 2014): 
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                                                   3-16, 

In Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), this map is frequently being updated as 

the robot navigates through the environment. The size of the map state vector and covariance 

matrix will increase as new features are discovered by the robot, that is, detecting new 

landfeatures (Zhang, 2014). 

3.1.4.5.3 Robot Motion (Prediction Step)  

 

The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)-SLAM algorithm in this first step computes the location 

of the robot after the movement given by a control motion u . Because of the circumstance that 

only the robot location is changed in this step, the affected elements in the map state are those 
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linked to robot position R , and the landfeature part M  remains invariant. Importantly, the new 

robot posture here results through motion model function ()f  that has been deliberated earlier. 

Therefore, the new map state can be described as follows in equation 3-17 (Zhang, 2014): 
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,,                                                                            3-17, 

 

where the new robot state R  is built on the last robot location, control motion 

u  and noise t , which can be used as follows in equation 3-18: 
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The calculation of covariance is accomplished, according to the following equation 3-19: 

 

   T

nn

T QFFFPFP                                                                                 3-19,          

                       

where Q  is the covariance matrix of the noise n , and where F  and nF  are 

Jacobian matrices of motion function f . 
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                                                              3-20,

  

Notice that most of the portions in the above matrices are zero and identity as the massive share 

of the map is invariant upon robot motion. As a result, slight portions are updated, including
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RMP , MRP  and RRP  in the covariance square matrix, and the robot state R  in the map state X . 

Updated parts are depicted with a star (Zhang, 2014). 
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1. The pseudo-code for prediction step in the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)-SLAM 

experimentation is denoted as follow:  

2. Robot move  

3. R  = get measurement from robot odometry  

4. Calculate covariance  P  

5. Update map state X  and covariance matrix P  

The next portion in our Localization and Mapping Phase is the Observation of mapped 

landmarks. 

 

3.1.4.5.4 Observation of Mapped Landmarks (Correction Step)  

 

The observation step occurs when the on-board sensor on the robot estimates a formerly 

mapped landfeature. Once the information is obtained from the sensor, the observation model 

()h  is utilized to compute the innovation, which is mostly the difference between the predicted 

and actual observation, used to reduce the uncertainty of the map state from the prediction step 

(Zhang, 2014).  
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The innovation is also fundamental to the so-called data association challenge in Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM). The challenge increases when the robot has to decide 

whether a detected landfeature resembles a previously detected landfeature or a new one. The 

explanation of the technique employed to answer the data association difficulty is contained in 

this subsection (Zhang, 2014). 

 

Therefore, the innovation vector innovZ  is derived from the following equation 3-22: 

 

     
predicatedactualinnov ZZZ                                                                                  3-22, 

 

Then innovation covariance innovZ  is then derived to measure the uncertainty of predicted 

observation in equation 3-23 (Zhang, 2014): 

 

SPHHZ T

XXinnov                                                                                       3-23, 

 

where XH  is the Jacobian matrix of the predicted observation model predicatedZ

. The structure of XH  is depicted as follows in equation 3-24 (Zhang, 2014): 
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where ()h  is the direct observation, R  the robot state, and 
GlobaliL _

 the predicted 

landfeature state (Zhang, 2014). 

 

Since the calculation of the innovation Jacobian matrix XH  is sparse, it only comprises the 

robot state R , the concerned landfeature state iL  and their covariance RRP
iillP  along with their 

cross-variances 
iRlP  and 

Rli
P .The illustration of involved portions in the covariance matrix P  

is as follows in equation 3-26 (Zhang, 2014): 
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                                             3-26, 

 

The map state X and the covariance P  then need to be updated to complete the correction 

step. In order to do this, a Kalman gain K  from the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm 

has to be calculated utilizing the following equation in 3-27 (Zhang, 2014): 

 

                                                                                                         3-27, 

                                                                               

 

Notice that the Kalman filter grid comprises an arrangement of numbers about how much every 

one of the robot states and land highlight states ought to be refreshed (Zhang, 2014). 

 

Therefore, the full map state is updated due to that Kalman gain that affects the full state, shown 

as follows in equation 3-28: 

 

1 innov
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                           innovKZXX                                                                3-28, 

 

In the same way, the covariance matrix is shown in equation 3-29: 

   T

innovKKZPP                                                                                         3-29, 

 

The pseudo-code for the correction step in the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)-SLAM 

procedure is revealed as below: 

Get dimension from sensor  

If this is a detected landfeature:  

 Calculate  estimated landfeature location using ()h   

 Calculate calcul innovation  innovZ  and its covariance innovZ   

 Calculate Kalman Gain K   

 Update map state X  and covariance matrix P   

The next portion in our Localization and Mapping Phase is the data association. 

 

3.1.4.5.5 Data Association  

 

The data association issue, which is otherwise called enlistment or the correspondence of 

landfeatures inside the environment, “is the problem of determining whether or not two features 

observed at different points in time correspond to one and the same object in the physical 

world.” (Hähnel et al., 2005).  Data association issues emerge while coordinating two 

successive range scans; or when closing down a huge cycle in the environment (Hähnel et al., 

2005). In practice, landfeatures or landmarks have comparative properties, which make them 

great landmarks or landfeatures yet regularly make them hard to recognize one from the other. 
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At the point when this happens, the issue of data association must be tended to (Hähnel et al., 

2005). 

 The unfavourable impacts of poor data association in Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(SLAM), in particular, conflicting analysis and divergence, are typically inadmissible and 

consequently an appropriate technique must be chosen (Bibby & Reid, 2007). Therefore, data 

association is of incredible significance Simultaneous restriction and Mapping (SLAM) 

execution (Bibby & Reid, 2007).  

To properly associate the mapped landfeatures and detected land features, our Extended 

Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm assumes that at time k  , an on-board sensor obtains a set of 

dimensions )(kZi  of m  locations landfeatures ),,1( niEi   (Matsebe et al., 

2010). Data association involves determining the source of each dimension, in terms of map 

features 
njFj ,,1 

 , the outcome is a hypothesis as follows in equation 3-30: 

 

   ),( 3,21 njjjjH                                                                         3-30,  

 

where corresponding each dimension )(kZi  with its matching map 

landfeature )0(F jji
. This demonstrates that the dimension )(kZi  does not 

originate from any landfeature in the map (Matsebe et al., 2010). The next 

portion in our Localization and Mapping Phase is the Landmark  Initialization 

step. 

 

3.1.4.5.6 Landmark Initialization Step 

The step of landfeature or landmark initialization only occurs when the robot senses a 

landfeature that has not yet been detected and chooses to include it in the map. As an effect, 
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the magnitude of map state X  and covariance matrix P  is improved. This step is considered 

to be fairly straightforward as we only need to employ the opposite observation function ()g  

to calculate the new landfeature state 1NL  and include it into the map state X  and covariance 

matrix P (Zhang, 2014).  

Assume that N  designates the number of mapped landfeatures and the observation for the new 

landfeature at a time instant t is 1NZ , by utilizing the opposite observation function g , we 

get the new landfeature coordinated 1NL  in regard to the global frame  G  which is illustrated 

in equation 3-31 (Zhang, 2014): 

    newtN ZRgL ,1                                                                                                   3-31,     

 

Next, this extra landfeature 1NL  is included to the map state X  as follows in equation 3-32: 
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In addition, the covariance matrix P  is augmented as follows in equation 3-33: 
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The landmark’s covariance LLP  and cross-variance LXP  are included in equation 3-34 and 

equation 3-35: 
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                        RXRLX PGP                                                                                                   3-35, 

 

where S  is the covariance matrix of the observation noise v , and where RG  

and ZG  are Jacobian matrices of inverse observation ()g : 
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The following demonstration depicts the added portions to the map state X  and covariance 

matrix P  in the landfeature initialization step. The added portions cover the new landfeatures 

state in the full map state and its covariance and cross-variance in the covariance matrix P

(Zhang, 2014) in equation 3-37: 
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The following list shows the pseudo-code for the landfeature initialization step:  

• Get dimension from sensor  

• If this is a new landfeature  

 Calculate landfeature location in global frame using ()g   
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 Calculate covariance  P  

 Augment map state X  and covariance matrix P  with new landfeature  

When the landfeature initialization step is accomplished, the Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (SLAM) algorithm is prepared for the subsequent iteration. The robot will travel 

again, detect landfeatures, and drive through the step of correction or landmark initialization 

based on the result of data association (Zhang, 2014). 

 

3.1.6 Navigation Phase 

 

Another significant phase in our proposed methodology is the Navigation Phase, which is 

accountable for mobile robot movement around the environment. Navigation is a field of 

getting an autonomous robot from one place to the next (Frese & Hirzinger, 2001), the capacity 

of a mobile robot to explore without an external map (Kosuru, 2011). The independent 

navigation of a robot in uncontrolled conditions is a test since it requires an arrangement of 

subsystems to cooperate with one another (Gómez, 2015). It requires construction of a map of 

the environment, localization of the robot in that map, making a motion arrangement as shown 

by the map, executing this course of action with a controller, and other tasks, all at the same 

time (Gómez, 2015). 

Path planning, as a component of navigation, includes tactics that mostly depend on a model 

of the environment to create these paths for the robot to pursue (Williams, 2016). Interestingly, 

path planning is a different procedure that happens once the environmental model has been 

constructed and the mobile robot's posture has been assessed relative to the fractional map 

studied so far (Williams, 2016). As per Djekoune et al. (2009), a robot application uses path 

planning and local motion controls to explore the obscure location. “Path planning considers a 

model or a map of the environment to determine the geometric path points for the mobile robots 
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to track from a start position to the goal. Whereas local motion usually use sensory information 

to determine a motion that will avoid collision with unknown obstacles or obstacles whose 

position in the environment had changed.” (Djekoune et al., 2009: 97). 

There are numerous navigation algorithms, which are accessible from literature, each with its 

strengths and drawbacks, in our method 
*

  has been selected for navigation of mobile robot.  

“The 
*

  algorithm presents heuristic material into the path cost function to define a new 

function, the estimated path cost function, to concentrate the growth on the direction of the 

initial state and reduce the total number of state expansions” (Zhang & Li, 2017). 

According to Zhang & Li (2017), “the estimated path cost function of A* is defined as follows 

in equation 3-38: 

 

      , ,f R X g X h R X                                                                          3-38, 

 

“where  g X  denotes the minimum path cost from X  to G , and  ,h R X  

denotes the estimated path cost from R  to X . And because state X  is visible 

to R ,  ,h R X  is equal to the minimum path cost from R to X ; therefore, 

 ,f R X  is equal to the minimum path cost from R through X to G .” (Zhang 

& Li, 2017). The navigation algorithm will send a command to the actuator to 

instruct the movement of the robot within the unknown location. 
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Figure 3-7: Navigation Phase of a Proposed VSLAM  

 

3.2 Evaluation 

The Robot Position of the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

system will be evaluated by employing/calculating the Root mean Square Error (RMSE) and 

comparing Root mean Square Error (RMSE) Robot Position of the proposed system with Root 

mean Square Error (RMSE) of the system from literature. This will be supplemented by 

calculation of the Robot Position Square Error of the proposed Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system.  

The formulation for Root mean Square Error (RMSE) is specified in equation 3-39 as: 
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RMSE                                           3-39, 

 

where  kk Y-Y  refers to difference between the actual and estimated distance 

in Y-direction and  kk X-X  refers to difference between the actual and 

estimated distance in X-direction 

 

The formulation for Square Error at Y-direction is specified in equation 3-40 as: 

 

 2EA

2 Y-YE                                                                                               3-40, 
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where 2E  refers to the calculated square error, 
AY  refers to the actual distance 

in Y-direction, and 
EY  estimated distance in Y-direction. 

X-direction is specified in equation 3-41 as: 

 

 2EA

2 X-XE                                                                                                3-41, 

 

where 2E  refers to the calculated square error, 
AX  refers to the actual distance 

in X- direction, and 
EX  estimated distance in X-direction 

3.3 Dataset  

 

The dataset used was developed from the data used for a PhD Thesis by Frese (2004, as cited 

by Kurlbaum & Frese, 2009) on efficient SLAM. “It was documented at the DLR (Deutsches 

Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt) Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics building using a 

mobile robot controlled by hand. The building covers a region of 60m x 45m and the robot path 

consists of three large loops within the building (plus a small outside path) with a total length 

of 505 meters. The robot moved around in the building with artificial landmarks (white/black 

circles) placed on the ground. The image data has been pre-processed and the relative positions 

of the observed landmarks with respect to the observation point are provided.” (Kurlbaum & 

Frese 2009:4). Figure 3-8 depicts the architectural diagram of the DLR Institute of Robotics 

and Mechatronics building.  
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Figure 3-8: Architectural Diagram of DLR Building (Kurlbaum &Freese 2009:4) 

 
Figure 3-9 shows a simulated map of the DLR building. The simulated map was also acquired 

from the study of Kurlbaum and Frese (2009). The dataset is publicly available, and all the 

model measurements and set-up of the dataset can be acquired from this “Website, 

http://www.sfbtr8.spatial-cognition.de/insidedataassociation/, 6 2008” (Kurlbaum & Frese, 

2009).  

 

   Figure 3-9: Simulated Map of DLR Building (Kurlbaum & Frese, 2009) 
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3.4 Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter deliberated on the method for Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) in a noisy static environment for the autonomous mobile robot. Image Acquisition 

Phase is responsible to acquire the light of an entity using a vision sensor and transform it into 

an image. The purpose of the Pre-processing Phase is to enhance the acquired image from a 

camera sensor to increase the quality of the image as observed by humans. Light Filtering 

Algorithm, which was vital to our method, is used to decrease environmental noise such as 

light intensity within an image. In the Localization and Mapping Phase, the autonomous mobile 

robot would utilize images from which noise was filtered to estimate its position and draw the 

map of the environment, and Navigation Phase is responsible for robot movement around the 

environment and to send instructions to the actuator for the robot to successfully navigate the 

environment. The next chapter presents the evaluation and results of the proposed Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Results and Evaluation Scheme 

 

This chapter defines the experimental methods utilized to evaluate the proposed Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique that was introduced in the 

previous chapter. It is imperative to evaluate reliability and viability of the technique and ensure 

that objectives of the study are accomplished. To validate the proposed Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique, we compare the proposed Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique with existing Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) system results from literature. Utilizing these experimental 

procedures, the outcomes accomplished are contrasted and examined to perceive how 

effectively the framework we proposed has improved the Visual Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) effectiveness.  

 Our experimental methods are executed for the determination of: 

 Accuracy of a proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

technique in detecting landmarks or landfeatures within the environment. 

 Error of a proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

technique in estimating robot posture in X-direction within the environment. 

 Error of a proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

technique in estimating the robot posture in Y-direction within the environment. 

In uncovering the technique capacity and execution, we evaluated the proposed Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique using a simulation mathematical 
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software known as Matlab. In comparing a Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) technique with existing Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) systems’ 

results from literature, a study done by Zhang et al., (2017) on the algorithms analysis of mobile 

robot SLAM based on Kalman and particle filter  is utilized to compare landmark detected by 

a mobile robot. In addition, a study done by Li et al., (2017) on the application of square-root 

Cubature Kalman filter in SLAM for an underwater robot is utilized to compare for mobile 

robot position. The next section, Section 4.2, describes the parameters that we are using in our 

experimental set-up. That is followed by a presentation of  simulation results in Section 4.3 and 

then the rest of the chapter presents quantitative results of the simulated Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique, followed by the conclusion of the chapter. 

 

4.2 Experimental Parameters 

In this study, we simulate the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) technique using a vision camera sensor in a pre-defined environment called a DLR 

(Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt) building dataset. Table 4-1 presents the 

parameters employed to simulate the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) technique. 

 

Parameters Values 

Robot Speed 0.93 m/s 

Maximum Sensor Range 12 m 

Camera Field of View ±75° 

Image Resolution 320 x 240 

Table 4-1: Parameters 
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The next section presents the simulation results of a proposed Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system. 

 

4.3 Simulation Results 

 

 

Figure 4-1A: Simulation Results of a proposed VSLAM system 

 

The simulation map comprises unregularly dispersed landmarks or landfeatures. The mobile 

robot starts to move at point (0; 0) coordinates and ends at point (-11; -12) coordinates of the 

simulation map, which is towards middle-left of the simulation map in Figure 4-1A. The mobile 

robot utilizes the odometry data to predict its movement along the simulation map.   In Figure 
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4-1A, the path of the robot and all the landmarks or landfeatures discovered by the mobile robot 

are depicted in the map. The light-green line in the simulation map in Figure 4-1A indicates 

the path that the robot travels on when navigating the environment. Figure 4-1A illustrates the 

linearized least squares result with ground truth of the landmark locations. The Blue stars are 

the ground truth of landmark or landfeature locations. The ground truth of landmarks and poses 

of the mobile robot are utilized to update the odometry data as the mobile moves on the 

simulation environment.  

 

 

                  Figure 4-1B: Simulation of a SLAM system (Zhang et al., 2017) 

 

Figure 4-1B shows a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) system simulation by 

Zhang et al. (2017) using Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm in purple colour and 

Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) algorithm in blue line. Both proposed Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system in Figure 4-1A and Simultaneous Localization 
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and Mapping (SLAM) system in Figure 4-1B are able to detect landmarks or landfeatures 

within a simulation environment. However, Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) 

system in Figure 4-1B is unable to show number of landmarks or landfeatures detected by a 

mobile robot. 

 

 

                  Figure 4-1C: Landmark detection of a proposed VSLAM  

 

 The graphical  results in Figure 4-1C shows a proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM) technique is able to discover 60% landmarks or landfeatures, which is 332 

landmarks or landfeatures within the simulated environment. This experiment is very important 

as an autonomous mobile robot employs landmarks of the environment to recognize familiar 

sites, and to measure its own angle towards the landmark position in order to effectively map 

the environment and localize itself.  

The qualitative comparison seems to suggest that our method that uses noise filter is better than 

those algorithms that do not use noise filters. The next section presents the Robot Position 

60%

40%

Landmarks Detection

detected landmarks

undetected landmarks
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quantitative results of a proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

system. 

 

4.4 Quantitative Analysis for Robot Position.  

 

 

Figure 4-2A: Graphical Results of Robot Position at X-direction 

 

Figure 4-2B: Graphical Results of Robot Position at Y-direction 
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In Figure 4-2A and Figure 4-2B, we measure the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) technique robot position towards the true position within a pre-defined 

environment in X-direction and Y-direction. This experiment is very important because it 

displays the effectiveness of the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) technique towards Localization. Localization is when a robot it able to estimate its 

position which is a requirement for building an accurate map for navigation, therefore it is 

crucial for a mobile robot to know where it is inside the environment at all times. In both Figure 

4-2A and Figure 4-2B, the x-Axis represents iterations whereas the y-Axis represents the robot 

location in metres within a simulation map. The orange colour line on Figure 4-2A and Figure 

4-2B represents robot position of a proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) technique and the blue colour line represents the true robot position. Both Figure 4-

2A and Figure 4-2B show minimal deviation between the robot position of a proposed Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique and the true robot position. 

Next, we look at the amount of square error between the robot position of a proposed Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique and the true robot position in X-

direction and Y-direction. 
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Figure 4-3A: Graphical Results of Error in Robot Position Estimate for X-direction 

 

 

Figure 4-3B: Graphical Results of Error in Robot Position Estimate for Y-direction 

 

Figure 4-3A and Figure 4-3B show the amount of square error between the proposed Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique robot position and the true 

position within a pre-defined environment in X-direction and Y-direction. Figure 4-3A shows 

the minimum error of 0 metres and maximum error of  0,168m in X-direction whereas Figure 

4-3B shows the minimum error of 0 metres and maximum error of 0,494 metres in Y-direction. 

These errors are mostly due to large odometry data error and loop closure challenges affected 

when the robot enters and re-enters the outdoor environment. 
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Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)  in Robot Position  

SLAM System Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 

Proposed VSLAM System  0.13 m 

Cubature Kalman Filter (CKF) SLAM (Li et al., 

2017) 

0.19 m 

Square Root Cubature Kalman Filter (SRCKF) 

SLAM (Li et al., 2017) 

 

 

 

0.15 m 

 

Table 4-2: Comparison of Root Mean Square Error in Robot Position Estimation 

 
Table 4-2 shows a tabular comparison of a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) in robot position 

of a proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system and 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) using Cubature Kalman Filter (CKF) and 

Square Root Cubature Kalman Filter (SRCKF) SLAM algorithm from the study that was done 

by Li et al., (2017). Both algorithms, Cubature Kalman Filter (CKF) and Square Root Cubature 

Kalman Filter (SRCKF) as well as Extended Kalman Filter are extensions of Kalman Filter. 

Table 4-2 compares Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the two systems. The results on Table 

4-2 show that a proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system 

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) in robot position Estimation is lesser than systems done in 

the study by Li et al., (2017) simulated using the Cubature Kalman Filter (CKF) and Square 

Root Cubature Kalman Filter (SRCKF) SLAM algorithms. However, both systems utilized 

different parameters and were tested under different conditions. We can only speculate that our 

algorithm has a lower RMSE due to the noise filter we used.   

4.5 Chapter Summary  

In this chapter, we have demonstrated the performance of experiments, and the outcomes 

achieved of the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique. 
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After minimising the effects of light intensity by using the Light Filtering Algorithm, the 

proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system  was able to detect 

60% of landmarks within a simulation environment and depicted a Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE) of 0.13, which is less than the study done by Li et al. (2017). The proposed Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system is able to obtain better results in 

mapping the location, locating the mobile autonomous robot and navigating the location. Our 

improved system was able to better classify the position of a robot, discover a satisfactory 

number of landmarks within a map and determine the true trajectory within the environment.      
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION, CONTRIBUTION AND 

FUTURE WORK  

5.1  Introduction 

 

This chapter outlines the summary, conclusion and future work of our research. The purpose 

of our study was to address the difficulties of environmental noise such as light intensity in a 

static environment to enhance the execution of a Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM) system. It is imperative to assess our system, in order to verify if our 

research goals have been attained.  

5.2 Conclusion  

 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is a capability of an autonomous mobile 

robot to create a map of an unknown environment and localise itself at the same time. Visual 

SLAM or Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) is when an autonomous 

robot utilizes the operation of a vision sensor or camera to navigate and create a model of an 

unknown environment. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technique permits 

an autonomous robot to operate self-sufficiently and cleverly. The utilization of a camera in 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) allows a mobile robot to have vision 

capability similar to human beings and/or animals. 

In this research, we have embarked on a study to address the challenge of environment noise 

such as light intensity in Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) in a static 

environment. In an effort to address this challenge, in Chapter Two, we conducted a literature 
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review on recent studies for Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) and 

highlighted challenges and open issues in this research area. In Chapter Three we introduced a 

light Filtering Algorithm in a Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

technique to filter the level of environmental noise from a vision sensor together with Extended 

Kalman Filter for localization and mapping and A* for navigation. In Chapter Four, we 

evaluated Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) to measure the robustness 

of a proposed technique. We also compared the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) results with other Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) 

system(s) within literature.  The proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) technique is able to detect of significant quantity of landmarks or landfeatures within 

the environment as the mobile robot navigates. The system also demonstrates a significant 

improvement in robot position estimation and trajectory of a mobile robot when using a Light 

Filtering Algorithm in Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM). 

Consequently, it can be resolved that a Light Filtering Algorithm’s utilization at the pre-

processing phase can diminish the effects of environmental noise and improve the performance 

of a Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique. 

 

5.3 Summary of the Contribution 

 

In our effort to address research questions of our study, the contributions of our research are 

summarised as follows: 

  A complete study was done on Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) techniques and algorithms found in literature for a static environment. The 

strength and weakness of each technique and algorithm by other researchers were 

documented and discussed.  
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 Challenges and open issues related to studies done by other researchers on Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) such as regular patterns, dynamic 

environment, and computation cost, have been discussed and documented. 

 A Light Filtering Algorithm has been applied into a Visual Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) technique to reduce the effects of environmental noise such 

as light intensity coming from a vision sensor. Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) has also 

been applied in the proposed technique to localize the mobile robot and map the 

environment together with A* algorithm to assist the mobile robot in navigation. The 

Light Filtering Algorithm was able to minimise the amount of high light intensity 

within an image. 

 The proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique 

has been extensively experimented for trajectory within the environment, mapped 

landmarks, and robot position estimation in both Y-direction and X-direction.  

5.4 Future Work 

 

The Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) research area has been a valuable 

solution in solving autonomous mobile robot weaknesses for the research community; it has 

additionally pulled in numerous research studies, and is the fundamental reason behind robotics 

achievement. The objective of our research is to address the effects of environmental noise 

such as light intensity into Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM). The 

proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique showed a 

significant improvement in localization within a static environment when compared with other 

systems within literature, however more work needs to be done in order to improve the Visual 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) technique. In our future studies, we plan 

to address the following area(s) in Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping: 
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 To further improve Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) to 

enable the autonomous mobile robot to localize itself and map an unknown 

environment where other challenges of environmental noise such as snow, rain, and 

hail exist. 

 To further, improve the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

technique, to classify landmarks or landfeatures within an environment. 

 To improve the computational cost of the proposed Visual Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (VSLAM) technique 

 To apply the Light Filtering Algorithm and Visual Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping (VSLAM) technique in real-time. 

 

5.5 Chapter Summary 

 

This study proposed an improved Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) 

technique by introducing a Light Filtering Algorithm to address the issue of environmental 

noise such as light intensity in a static environment. The experimental results of our method 

show that our Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) system is able to cope 

with environmental noise such as light intensity within the static environment. The inclusion 

of a Light Filtering Algorithm has enabled the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(VSLAM) system to navigate in an obscure environment. 
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